ALIGARM MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH

We are going to launch a magazine for B.voc (All courses). Those students who are interested to give their article for magazine are requested to give their names to the under signed.

Call for submission of:

Articles Poems Short Stories Essay Creative write Ups.

Entries may be in English and Urdu.

Last Date of Submission is 10 March, 2018.

The best article would be awarded.

All the entry would be checked.

Cost Per Article = Rs. 500

Name: Adil Aziz
Course: Polymer & Coating Tech.
Contact No. 9411629020
Email ID: b.vocamu@gmail.com

Name: Kunwar Mushahid Khan
Course: Polymer & Coating Tech
Contact No. 9058059045

Most Important

1. Circulate among all students.
2. Fr. B. Class Circulate B. Voc.

Mr. Najim by special

[Signature]

Course Coordinator
Degree in Polymer & Coating Tech.
Community College
A.M.U., Aligarh